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Brain capital is a productive and complex capital stock that accumulates over the lifecycle. It is a
multi-dimensional set of physical and socio-cultural factors, enabling the brain to remain healthy, develop, and
avoid deterioration. The policies guiding the development of both the natural and socio-cultural environments are
important drivers of brain capital since they could either favour or impede its development. The brain capital
framework aims at providing a better understanding of the economic value that can be derived through identifying
and unlocking latent human potential.
Argentina is a world leader in the advancement of brain capital into policy and workforce development, and there
are many developments in Latin America. The Facundo Manes MD campaign in Argentina is strongly aligned with
brain capital principles e.g., “empathy” is a major platform. Recently, the Latin American Brain Health Institute
(BrainLat) and the Universidad Adolfo Ibanez, Chile, and the Universidad de San Andres, Buenos Aires, hosted a
short course on brain capital in public policy in Buenos Aires sponsored by the InterAmerican Developmental Bank
and certiﬁed by the Argentine Ministry of Health.
The brain capital framework has recently been cited in public and private reports, including the United Nations
Development Programme’s Human Development Report, the World Health Organisation’s Brain Health Position
Statement, and new analyses from PwC and Lundbeck. Brain capital was also proﬁled recently at the United
Nations General Assembly Science Summit.
This webinar is co-organised by EMEA and the Brain Capital Alliance in collaboration with OECD
Neuroscience-inspired Policy Initiative, Global Brain Health Institute, Latin American Brain Health Institute and
INECO.
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Summary of the Session
Professor Ayadi welcomed speakers and attendees and said this webinar represents a great opportunity to learn
from other experiences of brain capital innovation in Latin America, as well as to understand more about what can
be further achieved, then ﬁnally to explore collaborations with Europe, the Mediterranean and Africa. She and
colleagues developed brain capital as a complex capital stock that accumulates through life analyzed through
brain health and brain skills components and all the drivers that allow us to enhance it or deteriorate it. The intent
is to monitor socioeconomic and cultural factors as well as the strictly physical ones, enabling the brain to stay
healthy and improve its capacity, preventing deterioration. Brain capital aims to better understand our economic
value by identifying and unlocking human potential.
The panel started by sharing some of the experiences in Latin America that have been developed on brain capital
and mental health, highlighting some key challenges and some reﬂections on further needs.
Professor Fernando Torrente introduced INECO’s work on brain capital. He noted that it is a journey that started
some years ago when they realized that what they were studying in the lab was interesting beyond the clinic
environment. Later, they tried to bring the neuroscience approach and the mental and brain capital concept to the
government in Buenos Aires province, the largest in the country. In the following years, they started a cooperation
with the Inter-American Development Bank. They do several research to study brain deterioration determinants by
collaborating with local governments around Argentina. One of the key points he raised was the importance to
bring neuroscience knowledge to governments making the policymaker able to understand it to design better
policies. Indeed, INECO is working on some projects for training public agents and mapping public resources to be
invested in brain capital through the lifecycle, meanwhile, they are also trying to develop a law deﬁning and
regulating brain capital and brain health.
Professor Ragazzoni raised the need to use neuroscience and the knowledge about brain functioning to better
develop organizational design and policy organization, translate systemic thinking into organizational design, and
create new public organizations. Moreover, regions like Latin America present a high brain drains trend constituting
a sort of “decapitalization” of the countries in terms of Brain Capital, which should be contracted by speciﬁc
policies.
Professor Agustin Ibañez highlighted that the Latin American region, like many other regions in the world, is facing
brain capital challenges that go beyond the mere medicalization touching socio-economic factors. He and his
colleagues created a multi-partner consortium to expand dementia research in Latin America and to characterize
dementia for unobserved unrepresented non-stereotypic samples from Latin America. Indeed, he said that the way
the brain is impacted by poverty, by socio-economic factors is not uniform, though they are combining genetics and
socio-economic determinants of health by comparing then brain health and dementia in Latin America with those
in the US. Moreover, they are also developing several educational programs focusing speciﬁcally on Brain Capital
from a multidisciplinary perspective. Indeed, concepts like empathy, social connections, and the capacity to
coordinate or cooperate are fundamental to understanding human behaviour and human values and building a
better society.
Then, the panel oﬀered a more economic perspective with Professor William Hynes. He underlined that over the
last century the history of economic ideas in the Latin American context was based mainly based on the
Washington consensus, the ideas of stabilizing, liberalizing, and privatizing, and dependency theory approaches
where there's a greater role for the state, with external dependence on ﬁnance trade migration. On the other hand,
the global challenges are calling for new economic thought, which is indeed fostered by the OECD under the
Neuroscience-Inspired Policy Initiative and the New Approaches for Economic Challenges. The new economic
approaches need to be neuroscience-based developing more of the Brain Capital framework. It is important both
because nowadays economy is based a lot on creativity and brain functioning relate to brain capital and because of
the multi-trillion-dollar costs of mental disorders and dementia worsened by the COVID pandemic and its eﬀects
on the brain.
Finally, the panel ended with Dr Andrew S. Nevin providing an optimistic perspective. Indeed, he highlighted that
Brain Capital has the potential to be a very transformative approach to face all the main challenges the world is
facing. The important advancements of neuroscience in explaining brain functioning pose the basis for great
potential for brain capital development, which will beneﬁt synergic way individuals, organizations, and society. All
the biggest challenges society faces are linked to brain capital, so better development and monitoring of this
concept will be crucial.
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Concluding Remarks
The challenges faced by society are multifaceted and complex, therefore, it is required that several disciplines
work together in a multidisciplinary approach. In this context, neuroscience and social sciences need to
collaborate to provide new and more resilient solutions to policymakers and the overall society, starting from a
better understanding of individual behaviours and their reaction to shocks.
Professor Ayadi closed with some reﬂections on the issues that many countries are facing related to the small ﬁscal
space to ﬁnance brain capital initiatives and research. During the panel has been highlighted that for the Latin
American countries a lot of the research for funding brain health measures and projects looks at international
organizations and foundations, and it could be the same for the Mediterranean and African regions. Latin American
region, particularly Argentina, are moving fast in developing the brain capital research and linking it to policies and
education that could inspire other regions.
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